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The absolute neutron rate of a fusion plasma is usually measured with counter arrays 
calibrated in situ at J()VoI neutron rates with an appropriate neutron source inside the vessel. 
In actual fact, however, these counters are used up to the much higher rates produced by 
plasma discharges. It is thus of great importance that the calibration be Independently 
checked at high neutron yields . This can be done by a yield determination using activation 
methods or nuclear emulsions . Results from activation measurements are available a few 
hours after the discharge, but they have a poor energy resolution. The advantage of 
emulsions is their ' good energy resolUtion, but it usually takes weeks till the results are 
available . - Our intention Is to combine both methods on ASDEX. 

Application of both methods, activation and emulsions, to tokamaks requ ires solution of 
three problems. Firstly , one has to measure either the absolute value of the number of 
activated nucleids Nln in the In sample or of the number of tracks N in the emulsion. 
Secondly. one has to determine the response of the detector, I.e. the refatlon between Nln 
or Np and the neutron fluence 4> at the poSition of the detector. Thirdly, one has to know 
the relation between this neutron fluence 4> and the neutron yield Y of the discharge . . The 
last two problems could be solved together by calibration with a strong neutron sourc'e in 
situ or by a numer ical simulation. Such in situ calibratlon Is not possible on ASDEX. and so 
we have to use Monte Carlo simulations. 

Ac trvatlon measurements 
For the activation measurements the reaction 115Infn,n') " 5Inm and the subsequent y emis
sion of 1151nm at 335 keY Is used. The number of y-ray emissions per disintegration Is 
r y = 0,4·59 and the decay time 1/). = 23319.72 s (1] . 

Our In samples are disk-shaped with a diameter of 5 cm and thickness of 0.3 cm. They 
were placed inside a Cd box with a wall thickness of 0.1 cm located in f ront of a large 
quartz window and exposed over series of n dJsd1arges. In order to account for the decay 
of 1I51nm during the shots of one series, a reduced yield of the series is calculated as 

yred=:r.1 Yrexp{-).(tn-tll). 1= 1 .... . n. 

V'kIer e t I are the instants of the different shots and Y1 their neutron Yields as determined 
by the counter arr ay. This procedure is justified because we find a linear relalton between 
the results of the counters and thE! yield. 
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The y emission was measured with a Ge counter over a time interval At = 1()(X) s star ting 
at tc. The counter effi ciency , Le. the number of counts per y decay, was determined by 
means of an absolutely calibrated source of the same size as the In samples but with a 
much smaller thickness of only 0 .03 cm. The efficiency therefore had to be corrected for 
geometriC effects due to the thickness· of the 
samples and the y absorption in the In. The final 
result at 335 keY is 

£ = Z / Ny = 0.048 counts/decay ± 107.. 

The activity of the sample at tn in the y-line con
sidered is calculated from the measured number 
Ny of y decays by 

A" = Ny' exp(,('c- 'n ll /(1-exp(-,At)). 
Fig . 1 gives the reduced neutron yield per dis 
charge Y reeln determined with the different coun
ters as a function of the activity per discharge 
and per gramme of the sample Ao/n M In Bq/g. 
M is the mass of the sample. We get the l inear 
relation Y red = 2.2x1013 Aa/M. 

With the error s of all calibrations Involved being 
taken into account. our final experimental result 
for the relation between the In activity and the 
total neutron yield is 

AO/MY = 4.6 x 1O-14 Sq/g Y ± 15%. 

Monte Carlo calculations 
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1: Reduced neutron yield per ~· 
discharge versus activity per 
discharge and per gramme of 
the sample. 

The relation of the neutron fluence ~ at the position of the In sample and the total neutron 
yield Y of the discharge is to be determined in three steps. Firstly. one has to calculate the 
fluence factor fobs = ~o/Y from the observed part of the plasma volume and it s correspond
ing neutron fluence ~o = f{Y( r l / 41ts(r)2}dr at the detector position. Here VI r ) is the local 
source strength and si r ) is the distance between the point of emission and the detector . 

1: vessel, 
2: quartz window, 
3; flange , 
4: lens (BK7. AI casing, 
(light scattering system) 
5: shields and shutters 
for protection of quartz 
6: nuclear emulsion 

collimators (PE) 
7: In sample with Cd box 

Fig. 2: Detail of the computer mcxlel of ASDEX near the position of the In sample , 
vertical (left) and horizontal (rightl cut through the centre of the quartz window. 
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Secondly. one has to take into account the nuence attenuation factor F abs for the neutron 
absorption between the plasma and detector. Thirdly, one has to determine the fluence 
enhancement factor F col caused by the background of scattered neutrons. So we have 
41 = ~o FabsFcol and the absolute neutron yield is given by Y '"' 41 / fobs Fabs Feol ' 

For ASDEX all three factors are simultaneously determined by neutron migration calculations 
using the VINIA software [2), The results of these calculations are used as input for 
the 3DMCSC- RWR software which simulates the response of the In sample to the incoming 
neutron fluence and gives the activation of the sample as output. 

As ASDEX provides no observation port for the neutron diagnostics. the In sample was 
exposed in front of the large quartz window for the Thomson light scattering system. as 
shown schematically in Fig. 2. It is this the same position which we are using for emulsion 
measurements and allows thus for a comparison of activation and emulsion measurements. 
At this position we find from the Monte Carlo calculation for the neutron fluence 

fobs = 1. 75 X 10 - 6 neutr .Icm2 Y t 24. Fabs = 0.28 t 2.54. 

Feol = 4.5t 244. 4JI Y = 2.2 x 1O-6neutr .lcm 2 y t 19%. 

Since the fluence enhancement factor for this posi
tion is 50 large. the most sensitive point in the 
calculation of the activation is the contribution of 
the scattered fluence. However. the strong dre
crease of the In activation cross-section below 
2 MeV (Fig. 3) somewhat reduces the relative ccn 
tribution of the scattered fJuence to the activation. 

The detecting points inside the In sample. i.e. the 
points where the activation reaction takes place. 
'¥\'ere already randomly selected in the Monte Carlo 
simulation of the neutron migration through the 
ASDEX device. The neutron absorption inside the 
In sample is taken into account in calculating the 
number of activated nuclei Na. From this number 
an effective activation cross-section <0> could be 
deduced by means of the relation N;a = Nln~ (0) • 

...mere N is the total number of 1151n nuclei in the 
sample. rurthermore. the activity A of the sample is 
calculated by A = r ).. N . - The numerical results 
for fluence. aclivatibn ~ <0> are given in Table 1. 

DIscussIon of results 
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Fig. 3: The 11Sln(n,n')115Inm reaction 
cross-section [1]. 

The scattered neutron background contributes 78% to the neutron fluence. 52% being above 
2.1 MeV and 26% below. The scattered fluence causes 72% of the activation. only 10% of 
......tlich comes from the background below 2.1 MeV. - Within their error bars the numerical 
and experimental results for the activity per emitted neutron agree very well . In the past 
'¥\'e measured the neutron energy spectrum at the position of the In samples by means of 
nuclear emulsion [3]. This will allow us to check the Monte-Carlo calculations in detail. 
Furthermore. the determination of ~ from the emulsion measurements suffers much less 
from the scattered background. Here we will use only the energy region above 2.3 MeV 
.....mere we have F col = 1.57 t 4% and (bIY = 7.7 x 10-7 neutr .Icm2 Y :t: 3.5%. The combination 
of In activation. nuclear emulsion and Monte Carlo simulation is expected to offer a possi
bility of checking the counter calibration in situ at high neutron rates . 
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The effective activation cross-section essentiaJly depends on the scattered neutron spectrum 
as Is obviously seen from the results in Table 1. Our overall result of (0) = 252 mbarn 
agrees 'oWU with the value given by Gentilini et I. (4] ; they found <0> = 266 mbarn for a 
plasma focus device using the neutron energy spectrum measured with nuclear emulsions. 
In their 'NOfk on PLT Zankl et al. [5) used <0> = 343 mbarn. i.e. the value for 2.5 MeV, 
but they expected a correction of 15 to 40::1. due to scattered fluence . 

The main problem in Monte Carlo simulations are the large contributions to the scattered 
background coming from parts of the device which are very close to the detector; they 
introduce large error bars in the result. Therefore a new technique is now being used to 
improve the statistical fluctuations. In our case the most critical contributors are the quartz 
wlndQVol and its flange (see Table 2), It is obvious that the contribution of the scattered 
fluence to the activation could not be reduced by means of shields or collimators. because 
the maln sources are in front of the In sample and a shield would essentially contribute to 
the scattered background. An improvement is expected to be obtained by exposing the In 
inside the vessel at a distance of about 10 cm from the plasma edge. Preliminary results 
for this position are also given in Table 1. There the contribution of the scattered fluence 
to the activity now coming mainly fr om the vessel will be less than 304. while the total 
activity is enhanced by a factor 6. thus essentially improving the statistics . 

Table 1: Numerical results 
direct neutrons scattered neutrQ1S total 

0.3 .. . 2.1 MeV 2.1...3.0 MeV 
outside the vessel (position 7 in Fig . 2) 
If> /Y 4 .91 '1.5~ ·5 .68' 25~ 
A / MY 15.23 t 44 5.53t25;':; 
<0> 316 99 

11.46 '61 ~ 
33.38 , 61 ~ 
295 

22 .04 , 48~ 
54. 13 t 48.4 
252 

10-1 neutr .Icm 2 y 
10- 15 Sq/g Y 
mbarn 

inside the vessel (10 cm 
If> /Y 45 .0 ' 8~ 
A/ MY 142.8' 9~ 

from plasma edge) 
1 8 .2 :t: 464 13.6 :t: 17% 
14.1 '46~ 40.H 18~ 

76.8:t 13% 10-1 neutr.lcm2y 
197.6 .t 144 10 -158919 Y 

Table 2: Contributors to the scattered neutron fluence and corresoonding activity 

scattered fluence [10-1 neutr .Icm2y] activity [10-15 Sq/g Y] 
0.3 ... 2 .1 MeV 2.1 ... 3.0 MeV 0 .3' ... 2.1 MeV 2.1 .. 3.0 MeV 

quartz 1.24 t 40;':; 7 .20 .t 774 0.96 t 404 21.56:t 774 
port· 2.08 t 434 2.80.t 484 2.41 t 434 7.96 t 48 ;':; 
core. coils 1 .23:t 314 0.63 t 284 0 .98 t 31 4 1 .62 t 284 
vessel 0.43 t 164 0.49.t 104 0.58:t 1 74 1.41 :t 114 
divertor 0.27 t 104 0.26 t 94 0.27:t 11 4 0 .7 7 t 104 
collimators 0.26 t 10X 0.0 0.16:t 114 0.0 
rest·· 0.11 :t19X 0.02.t314 0 .1·S:t204 0 .06:t 3 14 
• parts 3. 4. and 5 from Fig. 2 • .. Tokarnak hall. air. diagnostics 
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